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Highlights: 30 

 We calculate optical properties from several aerosol models using same assumptions 31 
 We test choices on mixing state, refractive index, density and hygroscopicity 32 
 The most sensitive parameter is the aerosol mixing state 33 
 The related uncertainty on calculated AOD and SSA is 30-35% 34 
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Abstract 1 

The calculation of aerosol optical properties from aerosol mass is a process subject to uncertainty 2 
related to necessary assumptions on the treatment of the chemical species mixing state, density, 3 
refractive index, and hygroscopic growth. In the framework of the AQMEII-2 model intercomparison, 4 
we used the bulk mass profiles of aerosol chemical species sampled over the locations of AERONET 5 
stations across Europe and North America to calculate the aerosol optical properties under a range of 6 
common assumptions for all models. Several simulations with parameters perturbed within a range 7 
of observed values are carried out for July 2010 and compared in order to infer the assumptions that 8 
have the largest impact on the calculated aerosol optical properties. We calculate that the most 9 
important factor of uncertainty is the assumption about the mixing state, for which we estimate an 10 
uncertainty of 30-35% on the simulated aerosol optical depth (AOD) and single scattering albedo 11 
(SSA). The choice of the core composition in the core-shell representation is of minor importance for 12 
calculation of AOD, while it is critical for the SSA. The uncertainty introduced by the choice of 13 
mixing state choice on the calculation of the asymmetry parameter is the order of 10%. Other factors 14 
of uncertainty tested here have a maximum average impact of 10% each on calculated AOD, and an 15 
impact of a few percent on SSA and g. It is thus recommended to focus further research on a more 16 
accurate representation of the aerosol mixing state in models, in order to have a less uncertain 17 
simulation of the related optical properties. 18 

 19 
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1. Introduction 1 

The derivation of aerosol optical properties from simulated aerosol profiles is an important task for 2 
the inclusion of the aerosol effects on the atmospheric radiative budget. Inside a radiative transfer 3 
modelling (RTM) framework, the aerosol optical depth (AOD), the single scattering albedo (SSA), 4 
the asymmetry parameter (g), and the scattering phase function (P(θ)) are the parameters used to 5 
describe the scattering and the absorption of radiation by an aerosol layer. However, the calculation 6 
of those aerosol optical properties from an aerosol profile is not uniquely defined, because it requires 7 
a certain degree of parameterization of the aerosol physical and chemical characteristics. The 8 
procedure followed for the calculation of aerosol optical properties should thus be regarded as an 9 
additional element of uncertainty when comparing model results with observations. In this work, we 10 
exploit the opportunity offered by the phase two of Air Quality Model Evaluation International 11 
Initiative (AQMEII-2) exercise (http://aqmeii.jrc.ec.europa.eu/, Im et al., 2014) to compare the 12 
aerosol optical properties (AOD, SSA, g) extracted from different models, using a unified framework 13 
for their calculation, in order to estimate the uncertainty related to the underlying assumptions on 14 
aerosol physical and chemical characteristics. 15 

The AQMEII-2 simulations generally display a significant underestimation of PM10 levels, and a 16 
less pronounced underestimation of PM2.5 levels (Im et al., 2014). However, AOD at 555 nm is 17 
reproduced with a generally small positive bias over Europe and both positive and negative biases 18 
over North America (Balzarini et al., 2014; Im et al., 2014). AOD is not directly proportional to 19 
surface particulate matter levels, indeed they may display an opposite seasonal cycle (Barnaba et al., 20 
2010), because AOD is sensitive to the aerosol column and not only to the aerosol surface 21 
concentration. Aerosol optical properties depend also on how the mass is distributed across different 22 
sizes, with particles having diameter closer to the incoming radiation wavelength being more effective 23 
in scattering radiation (Mie, 1908). Moreover, different aerosol components have different scattering 24 
and absorption efficiencies (Hand et al., 2007; Bond et al., 2013), because of the varying complex 25 
refractive index, and thus the bias in their concentration may differently affect the AOD bias. 26 
Secondary material and sea salts are hygroscopic and the rate of change of the particle radius with 27 
relative humidity (RH) is also an uncertain factor (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). Moreover,  a 28 
mixture of chemical species have different crystallization and deliquescence points with respect to 29 
the pure species, thus the water uptake as a function of the relative humidity vary with the aerosol 30 
composition (Lesins et al., 2002). Finally, the spatial distribution of aerosol mass within the particle 31 
also matters in terms of optical properties. The different chemical species may be arranged in various 32 
ways in each particle (e.g. electronic microscope images in 33 
http://alg.umbc.edu/usaq/archives/001044.html): this property is usually called “mixing state” and in 34 
models it is represented with few and idealized cases. Different choices of particle mixing state may 35 
profoundly affect their interaction with radiation, especially in terms of the absorption efficiency 36 
(Lesins et al., 2002). Particles are often assumed to be spherical, while this is barely true especially 37 
for soil material and black carbon (Mishchenko, 2009; Kahnert and Devasthale, 2011). It is thus 38 
difficult to understand how much of the model AOD bias with respect to the observations is 39 
attributable to the aerosol fields simulated by the models and how much is contributed by the way 40 
optical properties were calculated from those fields. 41 

In the following, we calculate in post-processing the aerosol optical properties from several AQMEII-42 
2 simulations under a wide range of assumptions on aerosol physical-chemical characteristics. The 43 
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code used to perform the calculations and the sensitivity tests conducted are illustrated in section 2. 1 
All tests are carried out under the spherical particle shape assumption, thus the uncertainty introduced 2 
by this approximation is not evaluated here. Moreover, there is no specific treatment of the aerosol 3 
mixture change in the crystallization and deliquescence points, and simple growth factors are used to 4 
simulate the water uptake by chemical species. The sensitivity tests are carried out for a 1 month 5 
period (July 2010), in order to limit the required computational time, and results for AOD, SSA and 6 
g are reported in section 3. In the final section 4, we summarize the results and we extract and estimate 7 
the uncertainty related to the calculation of those optical variables. 8 

 9 

 10 

2. Methods 11 

The particulate components mass and relative humidity (RH) profiles of AQMEII-2 simulations listed 12 
in Table 1 are extracted at AERONET locations over Europe and North America, and post-processed 13 
using a bulk mass approach (i.e. assigning the same size distributions to all models) and using the 14 
same assumptions on the additional physical and chemical properties (density, hygroscopicity, 15 
refractive indices, mixing state) needed to calculate the optical properties. All model profiles where 16 
extracted at the same 18 layers with edges: 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 17 
2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7500, and 9000. Average model profiles at AERONET stations for 18 
July 2010 are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 32, for Europe and North America respectively. 19 

 20 

2.1. Calculation of optical properties 21 
In each model layer the aerosol concentration and the relative humidity are assumed to be 22 
homogeneous, and the aerosol optical depth (AOD), the single scattering albedo (SSA), and the 23 
asymmetry parameter (g) are calculated. Then those quantities are integrated over the column to make 24 
them comparable to AERONET inversions. The code used to perform the calculation is called 25 
FlexAOD (Curci et al., 2012), and it is extended here for calculation under different mixing state 26 
assumptions and AERONET-like output. 27 

In the Mie theory formalism for scattering spheres (already a first assumption), the aerosol optical 28 
depth (unitless) is defined as the extinction coefficient  (km-1) by the thickness Δ  of the layer z 29 
(Lesins et al., 2002): 30 

    , ,      (1) 31 

, Δ  32 

where  is the wavelength of radiation,  is the particle radius, 2 /  is the size parameter, and 33 
 the complex refractive index. The spectral refractive index for each species must be assigned, and 34 

this is a second set of assumptions.  35 

Similarly to the extinction coefficient, a scattering coefficient ,  and absorption coefficient 36 

,  may be calculated from Mie scattering and absorption efficiencies  and , from which a 37 
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measure of the scattered versus absorbed radiation may be defined through the single scattering 1 
albedo (unitless): 2 

,

, ,

,

,
 3 

Moreover, the angular distribution of scattered energy may be specified in Mie theory through the 4 
scattering phase function , , , where  is the angle between incident and diffuse radiation 5 
(Jacobson, 1999). A compact measure of the average direction of the scattered radiation is the 6 
asymmetry parameter, which a weighted mean of the phase function over the total solid angle: 7 

1
4

, , cos Ω 8 

For atmospheric particle size range, the scattering is always prevalently in the forward direction, 9 
resulting in positive values of g. 10 

In this work, all aerosol species are assumed to follow a log-normal distribution: 11 

    
√ 	 ,

exp
/ ,

,
     (2) 12 

with specific modal radius ,  and geometric standard deviation ,  for each species , as listed in 13 

Table 2. the total number concentrations of particles  (#/cm3) of species  is calculated from the 14 
bulk species mass concentration  (g/cm3), and the species density  (g/cm3), and the volume 15 
concentration  (cm3/cm3) as (Jacobson, 1999): 16 

4
3 , exp

9
2 log ,

 17 

The species density is a third set of assumptions. 18 

The effect of water uptake by aerosol particles is simulated scaling the dry modal radius of each 19 
species by RH dependent hygroscopic growth factors (GF) as: 20 

, , , 	  21 

The set of GF is a forth assumption (Table 2 and supplementary Table S5). 22 

The combination of calculated optical properties changes with the mixing state assumption, the five 23 
we listed here. In case of external mixing, where each particle is  composed by a single chemical 24 
species, AOD, SSA and g are calculated separately for each species in the layer, and then combined 25 
as follows: 26 

,  27 

∑ , ,

∑ , ,
 28 

∑ , , 	 ,

∑ , ,
 29 
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where nspec is the number of aerosol species. The calculation of , , and  are performed with 1 
the Mie code of Mishchenko et al. (1999). 2 

In case of internal mixing, the log-normal modes of species sum together and the refractive index of 3 
the aerosol is the result of the combination of species. Two widely used internal mixing 4 
representations are the homogeneous internal mixing, where all the species are assumed to be well 5 
mixed in all existing particles, and the core-shell internal mixing, where particle are composed by an 6 
insoluble well-mixed core coated by a concentric well-mixed soluble shell (Jacobson, 2000). In both 7 
cases, the refractive index of the full particle, or of the core and the shell, is calculated as the volume-8 
weighted average of the components. 9 

Calculating optical properties approximates the integrals for the Mie efficiencies by dividing the size 10 
range (10-3 to 10 µm in this case) into n geometrically spaced bins (n = 100 here), and then calculate 11 

the wet volume concentration of each species in the well-mixed particle, or the well-mixed core and 12 
the shell, in each size bin from the sum of all log-normal modes. To ensure mass conservation, mass 13 
concentrations in the bin are summed and then converted to volume and number concentrations. The 14 
mass concentration of species in each bin is calculated from eq. (2) adapted for the mass distribution, 15 
i.e. changing  with , and  with exp	 3 log . The volume concentration and the 16 

number concentrations are then: 17 

 18 

4 3⁄
 19 

The volume-weighted refractive index is then: 20 

∑

∑
 21 

In case of homogeneous internal mixing, the Mie  efficiencies are calculated in each bin for a 22 
monodisperse aerosol of radius  using the Mishchenko et al. (1999) code. The total extinction, 23 
scattering and absorption coefficients are then calculated summed over the size distribution as in eq. 24 
(1). 25 

In the case of core-shell internal mixing, the same averaging procedure is applied separately to the 26 
core and the shell. The Mie  efficiencies are calculated in each bin for a monodisperse aerosol of 27 
radius  and the calculated core-to-shell volume ratio using the Toon and Ackerman (1981) code for 28 
stratified spheres. The code is adapted from the WRF/Chem implementation by Barnard et al. (2009). 29 

 30 

2.2. Outline of sensitivity tests 31 
The calculations are carried out using the same log-normal size distribution of aerosol species for all 32 
tests (see Table 2). This choice is motivated by the fact that most models actually calculate the 33 
dynamics of the size distribution (Table 1), so the latter should not be regarded as an “assumption” 34 
but as an explicitly resolved part of the simulation. In this work, however, in order to make data 35 
sharing manageable, the choice was made of extracting hourly profiles of model PM2.5 species’ total 36 
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mass. Moreover, assigning the same size distributions to all models, the inter-comparison of optical 1 
properties extracted from the models is more direct. The size distribution for the species is based on 2 
mode radii taken from the ADIENT review (Highwood, 2009), while the standard deviations are 3 
adjusted to make the average effective radius in the CTRL simulation similar to that observed at 4 
AERONET stations (not shown). 5 

The results are reported in terms of the average relative change with respect to a reference case 6 
(CTRL). As shown in Table 3, the CTRL simulation assumes external mixing of the aerosol species 7 
and it is associated with a default choice for species density, refractive index and hygroscopic growth. 8 
The other simulations are designed as tests of the sensitivity of calculated optical regarding mixing 9 
state, density, refractive index and hygroscopicity. When possible, choices at the extreme end of 10 
physically possible values are made, in order to span the full expected range. Finally, the robustness 11 
of results against the initial choice of the size distribution is tested by repeating the tests in a few 12 
extreme cases with a different size distribution. 13 

 14 

3. Results 15 

Variability predicted in the aerosol column and optical depth  is illustrated in Figure 13, where we 16 
show the distribution of aerosol column and aerosol optical depth simulated at AERONET in July 17 
2010 by the full-grid models participating in AQMEII-2 (Table 1).  Figure 21 and Figure 32, display 18 
the corresponding profiles of aerosol components and relative humidity, averaged over the  19 
AERONET locations. The differences in simulated aerosol column are not linearly transferred to the 20 
AOD, and several questions may arise. CH1 and DE3 models have very similar columns, but AOD 21 
is much higher and variable in CH1 simulation. The difference could be attributed to the different 22 
model formulation (CH1 is modal, DE3 is sectional), but does it explain all the difference? DE4 and 23 
SI1 share the same modelling framework, with different options (in DE4 aerosol indirect effects are 24 
activated). SI1 has slightly higher aerosol columns than DE4, but AOD, which is calculated under 25 
homogeneous internal mixing assumption in both cases, is slightly higher in the latter. Part of the 26 
difference may be attributable to the size distributions modified by the inclusion of indirect effects in 27 
DE4, but would the AOD difference look like the same under other mixing state assumptions? Model 28 
BG2 displays the lowest model column, but the highest AOD among the European models: is this 29 
result robust against different assumption on species extinction efficiency? The US7 model has the 30 
highest aerosol column, but CA2f has the highest AOD: how much is this due to the underlying 31 
assumptions on aerosol characteristics? 32 

We now illustrate results from the sensitivity tests outlined in section 2. The aim is to obtain a range 33 
of uncertainty on calculated optical properties (AOD, SSA, and g) uniquely attributable to the 34 
required additional assumptions. Even if the scope is not directly the validation of the models, results 35 
are also compared to AERONET inversion products (Dubovik and King, 2000) in order to avoid 36 
losing track of realistic values of the optical parameters. Since not all models reported or simulated 37 
the coarse aerosol mass, we focus on the aerosol fine mode. The definition of “fine mode” slightly 38 
differs for models and AERONET. In AERONET inversion this is defined by particles with radius 39 
less than 0.6 µm (Dubovik et al., 2002). In models, we simply exclude from the analysis the coarse 40 
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mode of crustal material and sea salt, retaining all the other modes which are nominally representative 1 
of PM2.5 mass. 2 

We first quickly evaluate the reference CTRL simulation against available AERONET observations 3 
of AOD, SSA and g at two AERONET standard wavelengths (440 and 870 nm) that span the 4 
visible and part of the near infrared spectrum. These are the wavelengths used to calculate the 5 
Angstrom parameter in AERONET products. A statistical comparison of the CTRL simulation, 6 
averaged over all AERONET stations, is reported in supplementary TableS3   7 
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for 440 nm and Table S4 for 870 nm. Average values are also shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 1 

In the CTRL simulation, the AOD is generally underestimated at 440 nm (range -66.7% to +16.9%), 2 
while there is no prevalent bias sign at 870 nm (range -63.5% to +30%). The correlation is generally 3 
higher at 440 nm, and it ranges 0.29-0.71 and 0.16-0.53 at 440 and 870 nm, respectively. The AOD 4 
skill is similar for European and North American domain. The SSA is slightly underestimated at 440 5 
nm (range -11.6% to -0.3%), while there is no prevalent bias sign at 870 nm (range -5.3% to 3.5%). 6 
The correlation is generally poor at both wavelengths, ranging -0.24-0.35 and -0.25-0.52 at 440 and 7 
870 nm, respectively. The asymmetry parameter g is slightly overestimated at 440 nm (range +2.8% 8 
to +10%) and overestimated at 870 nm (range +19% to 36.7%). The correlation is in between that of 9 
AOD and SSA, and ranges 0.24-0.51 and 0.03-0.35 at 440 and 870 nm, respectively. Generally 10 
slightly higher RMSE than bias point out the presence of both random and systematic errors. Better 11 
model skills can be obtained by changing the size distribution of species, however obtaining  such 12 
changes are not the purpose of this study. The aim of the present work is to inter-compare results 13 
from sensitivity tests, and the comparison with AERONET is useful to keep an eye on realistic values 14 
of AOD, SSA, and g. 15 

Looking at inter-model differences, we note that AOD re-calculated under the same assumptions are 16 
much more consistent with PM column shown in Figure 1. Differences between models with similar 17 
columns still exist, but are uniquely attributable to the different aerosol composition. For example, 18 
the large difference between models DE4 and ES1 is explained by higher concentration of secondary 19 
inorganic aerosol in the former, which is compensated by more coarse crustal material in the latter. 20 
However, the calculations of CTRL (and all other tests of this work), as mentioned earlier, do not 21 
include the coarse aerosol mass, thus the AOD difference between DE4 and ES1. 22 

In the following sections, we analyze results from sensitivity tests listed in Table 3, in terms of percent 23 
changes with respect to AOD, SSA, and g calculated in the CTRL run, and organized per uncertainty 24 
area. Results are presented in Table 4 and Table 5, 440 and 870 nm, respectively. 25 

 26 

3.1. Mixing state 27 
We test the effect of different assumptions on the mixing state of particles in tests HOM, CS, and 28 
CSBC (see Table 3). 29 

There is a significant decrease of AOD when changing from an external to an internal mixing 30 
assumption. The reason is that in the internal mixing assumption the same aerosol mass is distributed 31 
in less numerous particles of larger radius with respect to the external mixing case. The overall effect 32 
is a decrease in the extinction efficiency of the aerosol layers, because fewer scattering agents are 33 
present. The AOD reduction is on average about -37% with respect to CTRL run in the HOM 34 
simulation (homogeneous internal mixing) and about -32% in the CS simulation (core-shell internal 35 
mixing). Differences among the simulations are similar at 440 nm and 870 nm, indicating small 36 
dependence of the results on the assumed size distribution (which drives the spectral dependence of 37 
the AOD). The choice of the composition of the core seems to be of secondary importance, at least at 38 
shorter visible wavelengths. The difference between the CS (core with all insoluble species BC, POA 39 
and CM) and the CSBC (core with only BC) simulations is of a few percent at 440 nm for specific 40 
models, while at 870 nm CSBC can be 8-9% closer to CTRL than CS (e.g. models DE4, ES1, IT1, 41 
SI1). The higher AOD in the CSBC run is caused by the enhanced scattering material in the shell, 42 
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and thus an higher extinction efficiency, than CS. The spectral dependence of the difference between 1 
CSBC and CS may be explained by the larger size of particles, and consequently a less steep decrease 2 
of extinction with increasing wavelength, expected in the former case, because of more aerosol mass 3 
dispersed in the less dense shell. 4 

Significant differences among simulations are found also in terms of SSA. CTRL and HOM case are 5 
similar, with HOM generally having a slightly (few percent) lower SSA than CTRL at 440 nm and 6 
slightly higher SSA at 870 nm. Much more difference with respect to CTRL is found when going to 7 
core-shell representation. SSA in the CS run is reduced on average by about -16% at 440 nm and -8 
7% at 870 nm, while in the CSBC run is reduced by about -30% and -32%, respectively at 440 and 9 
870 nm. In terms of absorption of radiation, the choice of the core-shell representation and the related 10 
choice of the core composition is critical, as pointed out in previous studies (Jacobson, 2000; Lesins 11 
et al. 2002: Bond et al. 2013). The reason is that coatings on an absorbing core enhance light 12 
absorption through a lensing effect (Khalizov et al., 2009).  That effect is more evident when the core 13 
is more absorbing (Lesins et al., 2002), as in the case of BC-only core (CSBC test). 14 

Changes to the asymmetry parameter induced by the choice of mixing state are similar to those found 15 
for SSA, but less in magnitude. While there is little change between CTRL and HOM simulations, a 16 
decrease of the order of -10% is calculated when assuming a core-shell distribution of aerosol species. 17 
Since internal mixtures have similar and both increased particles size with respect to the external 18 
mixture, the change of g is primarily attributable to the change in the shell complex refractive index. 19 

Looking at inter-model differences, the internal mixing assumption sometimes suppress the AOD 20 
difference with respect to external mixing, For example, models CH1, DE3 and DE4 have quite 21 
diverse AOD at 440 nm in the CTRL run, while they are similar in the HOM and CS runs. This might 22 
be due to the volume average of the refractive index, which suppresses some inter-species variability. 23 
The same suppression of inter-model variability is found for g, but less noticeable, and does not occur 24 
for SSA, presumably because there the species primarily contributing to the imaginary part of the 25 
refractive index are only two (BC and POA). 26 

 27 

3.2. Chemical species density 28 
The effect of the assumptions made on aerosol species density is studied through tests BCLOD, 29 
HIDEN (see Table 3). 30 

In test BCLOD we make the same assumptions as in the CSBC case (core-shell, BC-only core), but 31 
change the BC density from 1.8 to 1.0 g/cm3, according to Hess et al. (1998). The decreased BC 32 
density is expected to produce larger cores, and thus larger particles. The AOD is increased by about 33 
+7% with respect to the CSBC case, at both 440 and 870 nm. SSA is further decreased by about -5% 34 
with respect to the CSBC case, because a larger core further enhances the amplification of the 35 
absorption of radiation. The change of g with respect to CSBC is small and of the order of -1%. 36 

The HIDEN test is made under the same assumption as the CTRL run, but with species densities 37 
chosen among the largest in Table 2 for each species. We test this high extreme case, because the 38 
densities in the CTRL run are at the lower end of choices for OA, while they are roughly in the middle 39 
for other species, with the exception of BC, which was specifically testes in BCLOD run. Higher 40 
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density is expected to correspond to smaller particles with respect to CTRL. The calculated effect is 1 
to reduce the AOD by about -10%, with negligible changes to SSA and g. 2 

The change in species density has a greater impact on the models with the higher content of BC, POA, 3 
and SOA, which are the species with the greatest range of estimated densities. CH1 and the 4 
WRF/Chem models are the most sensitive to change in BC density (CS vs BCLOD runs), while CH1, 5 
DE3, IT2, US7 and CA2f are the most sensitive to change in POA and SOA density (CTRL vs 6 
HIDEN), consistent with their relative abundance of those species in the profiles (Figure 2 and Figure 7 
3). 8 

 9 

3.3. Refractive index 10 
The effect of different choices for species’ refractive index is tested in the RILO, RIHI, BCLORI 11 
cases of Table 3. 12 

The test BCLORI is similar to the CSBC case (core-shell, BC-only core), but with the refractive index 13 
of BC lowered from 1.85-i0.71 to 1.75-i0.44, according to Hess et al. (1998). The AOD is found to 14 
decrease with respect to the CSBC run, especially at 870 nm (about -6%). This counter-intuitive result 15 
might be due to slightly enhanced multiple scattering by the shell, since more radiation is available 16 
inside the particle by the decreased absorption by the core. The SSA is increased with respect to 17 
CSBC by about 8-10%, consistent with the presence of a less absorbing core. The asymmetry factor  18 
is also increased with respect to CSBC (by about 2-3%), probably due to the modified distribution of 19 
radiation inside the particle, because of decreased subtraction of radiation by the core. 20 

Two extreme choices for the set of refractive indices are tested with respect to the CTRL simulation, 21 
one with the highest (RIHI) and one with the lowest (RILO) real part of the complex refractive index 22 
for each species. The AOD decreases in the RILO case by -14% and -18%, while it increases by 4.5% 23 
and 8% in the RIHI case, at 440 and 870 nm respectively. The highest difference between RILO and 24 
CTRL, with respect to RIHI and CTRL, is simply the consequence of the medium-high range of the 25 
CTRL refractive indices. Consistently with AOD, SSA and g are increased (decreased) in the RILO 26 
(RIHI) simulation, with differences of a few percent. 27 

The response to the decrease of the BC refractive index is similar among models, with CH1 being the 28 
most responsive because of its slightly higher BC content. The models most responsive to general 29 
change of the refractive index are CH1, DE3, DE4, and US7, because they have the highest share of 30 
secondary inorganic fraction and POA, which are the species with the larger change in the refractive 31 
index. 32 

 33 

3.4. Hygroscopic growth 34 
The impact of a different choice for the species hygroscopic growth factors is evaluated in tests 35 
GFEXT, GFHOM of Table 3. 36 

The GFEXT has the same assumptions as the CTRL case, but with growth factors taken from Chin 37 
et al. (2002). The main difference is that sulfate and nitrate are assumed to grow as pure sulfuric acid 38 
particles. The particles are thus expected to grow in size, but lower their refractive index at the same 39 
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time (water refractive index is about 1.33+i0.0 in the visible). This change drives an increase of the 1 
AOD of about 7-8%, and a very small increase of SSA and g. 2 

The GFHOM corresponds to the HOM case, but with Chin et al. growing factors. In the homogeneous 3 
internal mixing configuration the effect of changed hygroscopicity is much less that the external 4 
mixing case, with differences of less than 1% with respect to the reference case HOM. Evidently, the 5 
two opposing effect of increased particle size and decrease refractive index nearly compensate each 6 
other. 7 

The models CH1, DE4, SI1 and BG2 are those with the highest percent change with respect to CRTL 8 
run under the external mixing assumption. They are the models with the highest share of secondary 9 
inorganics, which undergo the larger variation of the growth factor in the GFEXT test. The DE3 10 
model, despite being the one with the highest relative humidity profile, is not responsive as the others 11 
because of the low secondary inorganics content. 12 

 13 

4. Conclusions 14 

In the framework of the AQMEII-2 model intercomparison (Im et al., 2014) several model provided 15 
the bulk mass profiles of aerosol chemical species sampled over the locations of AERONET stations 16 
across Europe (85 stations) and North America (77 stations), and the related aerosol optical depth 17 
(AOD) at the wavelength of 555 nm. In this work, we used the model profiles provided by the full-18 
grid models to re-calculate in post-processing the aerosol optical properties under a range of common 19 
assumptions for all models. The assumptions tested here are: the mixing state (external, internal 20 
homogeneous, and internal core-shell), the chemical species density, the species complex refractive 21 
index, and the hygroscopic growth factors. Several simulations with parameters perturbed within a 22 
range of observed values are carried out for July 2010 and compared in order to infer the assumptions 23 
that have the largest impact on the uncertainty of calculated aerosol optical properties. All calculations 24 
are made assigning the same species dry size distribution to all models. 25 

We calculate that the most important factor of uncertainty is the assumption of mixing state, for which 26 
we estimate an uncertainty of 30-35% on simulated AOD and single scattering albedo (SSA). The 27 
choice of the core composition in the core-shell representation is of minor importance for calculation 28 
of AOD, while it is critical for the SSA. SSA calculated with a core composed by all insoluble species 29 
(BC, POA, and crustal material) or with BC only may differ by 15%. The uncertainty introduced by 30 
mixing state choice on the calculation of the asymmetry parameter is the order of 10%. 31 

Other factors of uncertainty tested here have a maximum average impact of 10% on calculated AOD, 32 
and an impact of a few percent on SSA and g. These factors include the choice of species density, 33 
refractive index, and hygroscopic growth factors. 34 

The magnitude of these uncertainties is significant if compared with typical differences found in 35 
comparison of simulated values with AOD observations, which is less than 50% for most models in 36 
the AQMEII-2 intercomparison, with no prevailing positive of negative bias, while the aerosol mass 37 
at ground is mostly underestimated by more than 50% (Im et al., 2014). The specific choices for the 38 
AOD calculation in each model, might in part explain this apparent contrast. 39 
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The broad conclusions on estimated uncertainties illustrated here and obtained with a fixed choice for 1 
the dry size distribution are confirmed with a different choice of the size distribution, as reported in 2 
the supplementary Tables S6-S8, Figures S1 and S2. 3 

The recommendation regarding the calculation of aerosol optical properties in models coming from 4 
this study is thus related mainly to a more accurate representation of the aerosol mixing state. In the 5 
real atmosphere aerosol are neither always external nor internally mixed but a combination of mixing 6 
states as e.g. in Yu et al. (2013) and Zhuang et al. (2013) is desirable. 7 

The results presented here might be extended to other periods of the year, other locations on the globe, 8 
and the uncertainties on the assumed spherical shape and on the treatment of the crystallization and 9 
deliquescence points of aerosol mixtures certainly deserve further work. 10 

  11 
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Tables 1 

 2 

Table 1. Description of AQMEII-2 aerosol models included in this study. For more details the modelling systems, 3 
the reader is referred to Im et al. (2014). 4 

ID Domain Model Grid 
Spacing 

Aerosol model Aerosol optical 
properties calculation 

Notes 

CH1 EU COSMO-ART 0.22° MADEsoot/VBS 
(modal, 3 modes) 

External mixing of the 
internally mixed models 
modes (Vogel et al., 
2009) 

Secondary organic aerosol 
and crustal material 
simulated, but not 
uploaded on ENSENBLE 

DE3 EU COSMO-
MUSCAT 

0.25° Mass-based 
sectional, 2 bins 

External mixing with 
fixed RH-dependent 
mass extinction 
efficiencies (Meier et 
al., 2012). 

Organic aerosol, sea salt, 
and primary PM10 
simulated but not included 
in the default AOD 
calculation shown in 
Figure 1. 

DE4 EU WRF-CHEM 23 km MADE/SORGAM 
(modal, 3 modes) 

Barnard et al. (2010), 
homogeneous internal 
mixing 

 

ES1 EU WRF-CHEM 23 km MADE/SORGAM 
(modal, 3 modes) 

Barnard et al. (2010), 
homogeneous internal 
mixing 

Secondary organic aerosol 
not simulated. AOD at 555 
nm calculated on line, but 
not uploaded on 
ENSEMBLE 

IT1 EU WRF-CHEM 23 km MOSAIC 
(sectional, 4 bins) 

Barnard et al. (2010), 
homogeneous internal 
mixing 

Secondary organic aerosol 
not simulated 

IT2 EU WRF-CHEM 23 km MADE/VBS 
(modal, 3 modes) 

Barnard et al. (2010), 
homogeneous internal 
mixing 

 

SI1 EU WRF-CHEM 23 km MADE/SORGAM 
(modal, 3 modes) 

Barnard et al. (2010), 
homogeneous internal 
mixing 

 

BG2 EU WRF-CMAQ 25 km AERO4 (modal, 3 
modes) 

External mixing, using 
Hess et al. (1998) 
parameters 

Coarse crustal material not 
simulated 

US6 NA WRF-CMAQ 12 km AERO6 (modal, 3 
modes) 

Mie code by Bohren and 
Huffmann (1983), core-
shell internal mixing 

 

US7 NA WRF-CHEM 36 km MOSAIC 
(sectional, 4 bins) 

Barnard et al. (2010), 
homogeneous internal 
mixing 

 

CA2f NA GEM-MACH 15 km CAM (sectional, 
12 bins) 

Mie code by Bohren and 
Huffmann (1983), 
homogeneous internal 
mixing 

Coarse crustal material 
simulated, but not 
uploaded on ENSEMBLE 

 5 

 6 
  7 
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Table 2. Optical properties of aerosol model components used in the calculation in post-processing of the Aerosol 1 
Optical Depth (AOD), the Single Scattering Albedo (SSA), and the asymmetry parameter (g). Aerosol components 2 
are assumed to follow log-normal distributions with dry modal radius rg and standard deviation σg. Other physical 3 
and chemical properties associated to aerosol species are the density ρ, the complex refractive index m, and the 4 
hygroscopic growth factor GF. For the latter only value at 90% relative humidity is reported, the values for all 5 
RH bins are given in Table S5. In first row of each property are reported the values used in the CTRL simulation 6 
(see Table 3), mostly taken from the ADIENT database. Other rows report values from other sources, as noted, 7 
used in sensitivity tests. 8 

 Sulfate Nitrate BC POA SOA Sea Salt Dust 

rg (µm) 0.05(1) 0.065 0.0118 0.12 0.095 0.209 0.31 

σg 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 

ρ (g/cm3) 1.769(1) 

1.8(2) 

1.7(3) 

1.725 

1.8 

1.7 

1.8 

1.0 

1.0 

1.47 

2.0 

1.8 

1.3 

1.8 

1.8 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.65 

2.6 

2.5 

m at 550 nm 1.53-i0.0(1) 

1.53-i0.006(2) 

1.43-i10-8 (3) 

1.60-i0.0 

1.53-i0.006 

1.43-i10-8 

1.85-i0.71 

1.75-i0.44 

1.75-i0.44 

1.63-i0.021 

1.53-i0.008 

1.53-i0.006 

1.43-i0.0 

1.53-i0.006 

1.53-i0.006 

1.5-i10-8 

1.5-i10-8 

1.5-i10-8 

1.52-i0.001 

1.53-i0.0055 

1.558-i0.0014 

GF (RH=90%) 

 

1.64(2) 

1.8(3) 

1.64 

1.8 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.64 

1.6 

2.38 

2.4 

1.0 

1.0 

(1) ADIENT (Highwood et al., 2009) 9 

(2) OPAC/GADS (Hess et al., 1998) 10 

(3) GOCART (Chin et al., 2002) 11 

 12 

 13 

Table 3. Description of the sensitivity tests on aerosol optical properties calculations, performed post-processing 14 
the model speciated aerosol profiles. The symbol “=” denotes no change with respect to the CTRL simulation. 15 

N Label Description Mixing Core Density Ref. Ind. Hygro 
1 CTRL Reference simulation EXT - ADIENT ADIENT OPAC 
2 HOM Homogeneneous internal mixing HOM - = = = 

3 CS Core-Shell internal mixing CS 
BC, OC, 
DUST 

= = = 

4 CSBC Core-Shell, BC core CS BC = = = 
5 BCLOD BC low density CS BC OPAC = = 

6 HIDEN Species high density = - 
Highest in 

Table 2 
= = 

7 BCLORI BC low refractive index CS BC = OPAC = 

8 RILO Low refractive index = - = 
Real part 
lowest in 
Table 2 

= 

9 RIHI High refractive index = - = 
Real part 
highest in 
Table 2 

= 

10 GFEXT 
Chin et al. hygroscopic factors, 
external mixing 

= - =  CHIN 

11 GFHOM 
Chin et al. hygroscopic factors, 
internal homogeneous mixing 

HOM - = = CHIN 

 16 

 17 
 18 
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Table 4. Percent change of AOD, SSA, and g calculated at 440 nm in sensitivity tests (Table 3) with respect to 1 
CTRL simulation. 2 

ID Variable HOM CS CSBC BCLOD HIDEN BCLORI RILO RIHI GFEXT GFHOM 
CH1 AOD -29.1 -20.3 -22.9 -13.3 -8.4 -26.5 -22.4 4.8 13.5 -30.5 
 SSA -0.6 -21.0 -30.2 -37.2 0.0 -21.8 10.4 0.7 2.5 0.2 
 g -1.0 -12.1 -9.9 -12.1 -0.1 -7.1 5.3 -1.1 2.4 0.6 
DE3 AOD -42.3 -38.3 -41.8 -37.9 -14.6 -42.6 -10.1 5.2 2.5 -42.5 
 SSA -4.3 -15.1 -27.6 -31.9 -0.1 -21.8 7.2 -3.8 0.4 -4.1
 g -2.9 -14.7 -10.2 -11.1 -0.1 -8.7 2.1 -1.4 0.4 -2.6 
DE4 AOD -41.2 -40.6 -38.0 -32.7 -6.2 -39.8 -14.8 2.3 12.0 -42.5 
 SSA -3.2 -12.6 -28.1 -32.3 0.3 -22.4 3.8 0.1 0.8 -2.9 
 g -0.6 -9.1 -8.5 -9.9 0.0 -6.7 3.4 -0.6 1.8 0.8 
ES1 AOD -40.2 -39.8 -35.7 -28.6 -7.0 -38.1 -14.0 2.1 9.0 -41.1 
 SSA -3.2 -14.4 -28.7 -33.8 0.3 -22.8 4.9 0.2 0.9 -2.8 
 g -0.7 -10.9 -8.3 -10.0 0.0 -6.5 3.1 -0.6 1.5 0.4 
IT1 AOD -40.7 -39.7 -36.0 -28.4 -7.4 -38.5 -14.8 1.4 8.7 -41.7 
 SSA -3.3 -16.2 -29.5 -35.4 0.3 -23.1 5.8 0.2 1.1 -2.8 
 g -1.5 -12.2 -9.0 -10.7 0.0 -7.2 3.6 -0.4 1.6 -0.2
IT2 AOD -38.8 -36.9 -35.1 -28.6 -12.8 -37.2 -10.5 5.4 4.1 -39.2 
 SSA -2.6 -12.9 -28.0 -32.6 -0.3 -22.5 4.2 -4.1 0.4 -2.3 
 g -1.0 -11.7 -9.1 -10.5 -0.5 -7.4 1.9 -1.6 0.5 -0.5 
SI1 AOD -40.4 -39.3 -36.2 -29.5 -6.8 -38.5 -14.4 2.6 10.6 -41.4 
 SSA -3.4 -13.7 -28.6 -33.3 0.3 -22.7 4.5 0.2 1.0 -3.0 
 g -0.4 -9.9 -8.3 -9.9 0.0 -6.4 3.2 -0.8 1.8 0.9 
BG2 AOD -31.1 -28.5 -26.5 -18.4 -10.4 -29.3 -17.4 4.9 11.6 -32.1 
 SSA -2.8 -16.2 -29.7 -36.1 0.2 -22.5 6.4 -0.6 1.5 -2.1 
 g 0.4 -9.3 -7.9 -9.5 -0.3 -5.7 3.7 -1.5 2.3 2.0 
      
US6 AOD -29.4 -18.6 -21.8 -9.8 -13.6 -25.9 -19.0 5.3 8.0 -30.3 
 SSA -0.3 -21.1 -33.6 -42.5 -1.2 -24.4 7.3 -2.6 2.0 0.7 
 g 0.0 -12.0 -8.8 -11.5 -0.6 -6.3 3.9 -1.5 1.4 0.9 
US7 AOD -35.1 -33.3 -31.1 -23.9 -12.7 -33.3 -12.2 4.2 3.9 -35.6 
 SSA -2.4 -14.7 -29.8 -35.7 -0.8 -23.4 4.1 -5.5 0.4 -2.0 
 g 0.0 -10.2 -7.6 -9.0 -0.7 -5.9 2.5 -1.3 0.8 0.5 
CA2f AOD -42.0 -36.3 -38.9 -33.3 -16.1 -40.8 -8.3 11.8 7.3 -42.6 
 SSA -2.9 -15.7 -30.7 -36.7 -0.6 -23.3 4.1 -4.6 1.0 -2.3 
 g -1.1 -8.7 -11.0 -12.3 -0.6 -8.8 2.0 -2.8 0.8 -0.3 
            
Mean AOD -37.3 -33.8 -33.1 -25.9 -10.5 -35.5 -14.4 4.5 8.3 -38.1 
 SSA -2.6 -15.8 -29.5 -35.2 -0.1 -22.8 5.7 -1.8 1.1 -2.1 
 g -0.8 -11.0 -9.0 -10.6 -0.3 -7.0 3.2 -1.2 1.4 0.2 

 3 
 4 
  5 
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Table 5. Same as Table 4, but for 870 nm. 1 

ID Variable HOM CS CSBC BCLOD HIDEN BCLORI RILO RIHI GFEXT GFHOM 
CH1 AOD -28.2 -6.9 -1.6 10.6 -9.2 -13.0 -34.9 6.7 13.5 -28.7 
 SSA 6.0 -12.1 -36.1 -43.4 -1.7 -23.8 -0.3 1.0 2.3 7.4 
 g -0.8 -11.2 -12.5 -13.3 0.4 -8.2 2.9 -0.3 3.0 1.4 
DE3 AOD -40.3 -31.7 -31.1 -27.6 -11.8 -34.6 -13.3 11.1 1.8 -40.4 
 SSA 1.0 -4.4 -31.1 -34.9 -0.6 -22.2 0.8 0.4 0.1 1.3 
 g -3.1 -12.4 -13.8 -14.0 1.2 -11.1 3.2 -1.1 0.1 -2.8 
DE4 AOD -40.8 -38.8 -30.3 -25.8 -4.9 -34.6 -18.3 2.4 9.9 -41.2 
 SSA 0.3 -5.0 -30.2 -33.7 -0.2 -22.1 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.6 
 g -3.0 -8.8 -13.3 -13.6 0.7 -10.6 2.8 -0.4 1.1 -1.5 
ES1 AOD -40.1 -38.9 -30.2 -24.5 -5.3 -34.6 -16.3 2.1 6.9 -40.4 
 SSA 0.9 -5.7 -30.0 -34.2 -0.3 -21.8 0.8 0.1 0.4 1.3 
 g -3.6 -10.8 -13.4 -13.8 0.9 -10.9 2.9 -0.4 0.7 -2.5 
IT1 AOD -40.3 -38.2 -30.1 -23.8 -5.6 -34.6 -17.4 1.4 6.5 -40.7 
 SSA 1.5 -6.6 -30.6 -35.6 -0.4 -21.8 0.9 0.1 0.5 2.0 
 g -3.6 -12.0 -13.5 -13.8 0.9 -11.0 3.3 -0.2 0.8 -2.3 
IT2 AOD -39.0 -35.1 -28.4 -22.9 -9.8 -32.6 -12.1 10.5 2.9 -39.1 
 SSA 0.9 -4.9 -29.8 -33.5 -0.6 -21.9 1.0 0.5 0.2 1.2 
 g -3.0 -9.8 -13.3 -13.7 0.7 -10.7 2.4 -1.0 0.2 -2.6 
SI1 AOD -40.3 -38.0 -29.4 -23.6 -5.4 -34.1 -17.3 2.7 8.3 -40.6 
 SSA 0.4 -5.5 -30.5 -34.5 -0.3 -22.2 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.9 
 g -3.1 -9.7 -13.3 -13.6 0.8 -10.5 2.9 -0.4 1.0 -1.6 
BG2 AOD -32.5 -26.8 -16.9 -9.4 -8.7 -23.5 -21.3 7.0 8.9 -32.8 
 SSA 1.2 -7.2 -32.5 -38.1 -0.6 -22.8 1.3 0.5 0.8 2.0 
 g -2.1 -9.4 -12.8 -13.2 0.8 -9.7 3.5 -0.7 1.2 -0.5 
            
US6 AOD -30.5 -13.5 -9.1 3.2 -12.3 -18.2 -25.7 9.5 6.3 -30.9 
 SSA 5.5 -12.5 -37.5 -46.4 -2.2 -25.0 2.3 2.0 1.7 6.9
 g -2.3 -11.4 -12.8 -13.5 0.8 -9.5 4.1 -0.7 0.7 -1.4 
US7 AOD -35.9 -34.5 -27.1 -21.8 -8.5 -30.8 -12.8 6.9 2.3 -36.0 
 SSA 1.3 -6.7 -31.8 -36.7 -0.8 -23.0 1.3 0.6 0.2 1.7 
 g -3.1 -9.0 -12.4 -12.7 0.8 -10.1 2.6 -0.8 0.2 -2.6 
CA2f AOD -39.4 -29.2 -21.7 -15.7 -14.7 -28.0 -10.4 27.5 6.1 -39.6 
 SSA 0.8 -8.5 -35.6 -41.3 -1.1 -25.2 1.6 1.2 0.8 1.6 
 g -0.5 -6.5 -13.5 -13.8 0.2 -9.8 1.9 -2.1 0.3 0.3
            
Mean AOD -37.0 -30.1 -23.3 -16.5 -8.7 -29.0 -18.2 8.0 6.7 -37.3 
 SSA 1.8 -7.2 -32.3 -37.5 -0.8 -22.9 1.0 0.6 0.7 2.5 
 g -2.6 -10.1 -13.1 -13.5 0.7 -10.2 3.0 -0.7 0.8 -1.5 

  2 
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Figures 1 

 2 

Figure 1. In the upper panels, box and whisker plots of aerosol column simulated over AERONET stations in July 3 
2010 by AQMEII-2 models listed in Table 1, for the European (left) and North American (right) domains. In the 4 
bottom panels, the aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 555 nm simulated on-line by the models. 5 

 6 
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 1 
Figure 2. Average aerosol components and relative humidity profiles over 85 AERONET stations in Europe 2 
simulated in July 2010. POA and SOA are primary and secondary organic aerosol, respectively. CM is crustal 3 
material and includes soil dust and primary anthropogenic inorganic aerosol. CMcoa is CM between PM2.5 and 4 
PM10. SS is sea salt. 5 

 6 
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 1 

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but for 77 AERONET stations over North America 2 
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 1 

Figure 4. Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD), Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) and asymmetry parameter (g )at 440 nm 2 
for European and North American domains. The observed values averaged over all AERONET observations in 3 
July 2010 (red target) are compared to space-time paired simulated values for all sensitivity tests described in 4 
Table 3. 5 

  6 
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 1 

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but at 870 nm. 2 
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Supplementary Online Material 1 

The statistical indices used to evaluate the model are listed below. Let j
iObs  and 

j
iMod  be the 2 

observed and modelled values at time i and station j, respectively. Let N be the number of stations, 3 
and jNobs  the number of observations at station  j. 4 

 5 

Pearson’s Correlation (r) and coefficient of determination (R2): 6 
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where X is a generic vector and Z(X) is its standard score, also defined above. R2 is defined as the 8 
square of r and denotes the fraction of variability of observations explained by the model. 9 
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Mean Bias (MB): 11 
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Mean Normalized Bias (NMB): 14 
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Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): 17 
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Table S 1. Statistical comparison of AOD (Fine + Coarse modes) at 555 nm observed and modelled at AERONET 1 
stations. Model values are those calculated online and submitted to the AQMEII-2 ENSEMBLE database 2 
(http://ensemble2.jrc.ec.europa.eu/). 3 

ID Nobs   MB MNB (%) RMSE r 

CH1 2664 0.179 0.233 0.054 92.7 0.137 0.37 

DE3 3121 0.172 0.108 -0.064 -24.8 0.126 0.37 

DE4 3490 0.177 0.169 -0.008 15.3 0.126 0.48 

ES1       0.00 

IT1 3490 0.177 0.131 -0.046 -3.2 0.126 0.45 

IT2 3490 0.177 0.117 -0.060 -19.9 0.117 0.57 

SI1 3490 0.177 0.157 -0.019 8.5 0.125 0.47 

BG2 3121 0.172 0.277 0.105 132.2 0.146 0.42 

 

US6 1506 0.110 0.068 -0.042 -25.3 0.077 0.72 

US7 1487 0.110 0.117 0.007 32.5 0.069 0.71 

CA2f 1485 0.109 0.087 -0.023 -4.7 0.164 0.29 

 4 

Table S 2. Statistical comparison of AOD (Fine mode) at 555 nm observed and modelled at AERONET stations. 5 
Model values are those re-calculated offline using the FlexAOD post-processing tool, in the CTRL simulation (see 6 
Table 3) 7 

ID Nobs   MB MNB (%) RMSE r 

CH1 3509 0.109 0.074 -0.035 -22.3 0.086 0.44 

DE3 3121 0.112 0.096 -0.016 26.5 0.078 0.17 

DE4 3490 0.109 0.100 -0.009 5.9 0.091 0.39 

ES1 3490 0.109 0.074 -0.035 -18.6 0.097 0.29 

IT1 3490 0.109 0.068 -0.042 -18.6 0.094 0.21 

IT2 3490 0.109 0.070 -0.040 -23.5 0.098 0.25 

SI1 3490 0.109 0.081 -0.028 -12.1 0.095 0.30 

BG2 3121 0.112 0.034 -0.078 -61.9 0.100 0.45 

 

US6 1506 0.087 0.022 -0.065 -64.7 0.101 0.57 

US7 1487 0.088 0.053 -0.034 -8.7 0.084 0.43 

CA2f 1494 0.088 0.031 -0.057 -48.7 0.097 0.43 

 8 

  9 
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Table S 3. Statistical comparison of AERONET observations at 440 nm over Europe and North America in July 1 
2010 and results from the CTRL simulation. 2 

ID Variable Nobs   MB MNB (%) RMSE r 
CH1 AOD 3509 0.175 0.118 -0.058 -23.1 0.126 0.51 
 SSA 413 0.932 0.824 -0.108 -11.6 0.137 0.21 
 g 3509 0.664 0.681 0.017 2.8 0.040 0.44 
DE3 AOD 3121 0.181 0.149 -0.032 16.9 0.118 0.30 
 SSA 360 0.933 0.905 -0.028 -2.9 0.053 0.10 
 g 3090 0.668 0.733 0.065 10.0 0.075 0.24 
DE4 AOD 3490 0.176 0.156 -0.020 -1.3 0.128 0.52 
 SSA 413 0.932 0.929 -0.003 -0.3 0.050 0.04 
 g 3488 0.664 0.695 0.030 4.8 0.049 0.46 
ES1 AOD 3490 0.176 0.104 -0.072 -31.6 0.137 0.44 
 SSA 413 0.932 0.909 -0.023 -2.3 0.064 -0.06 
 g 3488 0.664 0.694 0.030 4.7 0.049 0.44 
IT1 AOD 3490 0.176 0.093 -0.083 -30.7 0.145 0.29 
 SSA 413 0.932 0.896 -0.036 -3.8 0.076 -0.19 
 g 3486 0.664 0.700 0.036 5.7 0.056 0.35 
IT2 AOD 3490 0.176 0.093 -0.083 -38.7 0.138 0.44 
 SSA 413 0.932 0.923 -0.009 -0.8 0.045 0.02 
 g 3490 0.664 0.712 0.048 7.5 0.061 0.51 
SI1 AOD 3490 0.176 0.120 -0.056 -21.6 0.133 0.44 
 SSA 413 0.932 0.917 -0.015 -1.5 0.059 -0.03 
 g 3487 0.664 0.692 0.028 4.4 0.048 0.45 
BG2 AOD 3121 0.181 0.050 -0.131 -66.7 0.163 0.54 
 SSA 360 0.933 0.879 -0.054 -5.8 0.066 0.21 
 g 3121 0.668 0.679 0.011 1.8 0.035 0.44 
         

US6 AOD 1506 0.141 0.037 -0.104 -66.0 0.156 0.71 
 SSA 122 0.963 0.857 -0.107 -11.0 0.120 -0.14 
 g 1506 0.671 0.693 0.022 3.6 0.040 0.48 
US7 AOD 1487 0.141 0.075 -0.067 -26.3 0.129 0.62 
 SSA 122 0.963 0.926 -0.037 -3.8 0.055 0.02 
 g 1487 0.671 0.700 0.029 4.6 0.045 0.52 
CA2f AOD 1494 0.141 0.062 -0.079 -41.0 0.142 0.54 
 SSA 122 0.963 0.924 -0.040 -4.0 0.058 -0.24 
 g 1494 0.671 0.729 0.058 8.9 0.069 0.30 

 3 
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Table S 4. Same as Table S 3, but for 870 nm. 1 

ID Variable Nobs   MB MNB (%) RMSE r 
CH1 AOD 3509 0.044 0.028 -0.016 -25.3 0.039 0.36 
 SSA 413 0.943 0.908 -0.035 -3.5 0.097 -0.25 
 g 3509 0.488 0.574 0.085 19.0 0.103 0.24 
DE3 AOD 3121 0.045 0.039 -0.005 30.0 0.033 0.16 
 SSA 360 0.940 0.972 0.031 3.5 0.047 0.25 
 g 3087 0.485 0.655 0.170 36.7 0.180 0.25
DE4 AOD 3490 0.044 0.044 0.000 17.2 0.046 0.30 
 SSA 413 0.943 0.968 0.025 2.8 0.041 0.35 
 g 3488 0.488 0.644 0.156 33.7 0.166 0.32 
ES1 AOD 3490 0.044 0.035 -0.009 -5.3 0.047 0.23 
 SSA 413 0.943 0.964 0.021 2.4 0.038 0.46 
 g 3488 0.488 0.643 0.155 33.6 0.165 0.31
IT1 AOD 3490 0.044 0.030 -0.013 -10.0 0.042 0.19 
 SSA 413 0.943 0.959 0.016 1.9 0.035 0.52 
 g 3486 0.488 0.648 0.160 34.4 0.169 0.35 
IT2 AOD 3490 0.044 0.034 -0.010 -8.6 0.047 0.21 
 SSA 413 0.943 0.970 0.027 3.0 0.042 0.41 
 g 3490 0.488 0.653 0.164 35.5 0.174 0.29 
SI1 AOD 3490 0.044 0.037 -0.007 0.9 0.047 0.23 
 SSA 413 0.943 0.963 0.020 2.2 0.038 0.40 
 g 3487 0.488 0.638 0.150 32.4 0.160 0.32 
BG2 AOD 3121 0.045 0.015 -0.030 -58.3 0.041 0.37 
 SSA 360 0.940 0.945 0.004 0.6 0.034 0.47 
 g 3121 0.485 0.614 0.129 28.2 0.140 0.14 
         

US6 AOD 1506 0.035 0.009 -0.026 -63.5 0.042 0.53 
 SSA 122 0.937 0.911 -0.026 -2.6 0.057 -0.13 
 g 1506 0.489 0.604 0.115 25.4 0.132 0.03 
US7 AOD 1487 0.035 0.025 -0.010 9.6 0.035 0.39 
 SSA 122 0.937 0.965 0.027 3.1 0.050 -0.09 
 g 1487 0.488 0.646 0.158 34.2 0.169 0.18 
CA2f AOD 1494 0.035 0.012 -0.023 -47.3 0.040 0.41 
 SSA 122 0.937 0.941 0.004 0.6 0.045 -0.07 
 g 1494 0.488 0.652 0.163 35.3 0.173 0.26 

 2 
 3 
 4 
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Table S 5. Hygroscopic growth factors (GF) used in this study at all relative humidity (RH) bins used. 1 

  50% 70% 80% 90% 95% 98% 99% 

Sulfate(1) OPAC(2) 1.24 1.34 1.44 1.64 1.88 2.25 2.51 

 CHIN(3) 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.08 2.2 

SOA OPAC 1.24 1.34 1.44 1.64 1.88 2.25 2.51 

 CHIN 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.07 2.2 

Sea Salt OPAC 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.9 4.08 4.8 

 CHIN 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.9 4.08 4.8 

(1) Assumed to be “water soluble” species in OPAC (Hess et al., 1998) and “stratospheric sulphate” 2 
in CHIN (Chin et al., 2002). In this study, nitrate is assumed to have same GF of sulfate. 3 

(2) OPAC/GADS (Hess et al., 1998) 4 

(3) Chin et al. (2002) 5 

 6 

Table S 6. Dry size distribution used to repeat selected sensitivity tests on aerosol optical properties. Results of 7 
tests carried out with the following size distribution are shown in  8 

 Sulfate Nitrate BC POA SOA Sea Salt Dust 

rg (µm) 0.0695(1) 0.0695 0.02 0.063 0.063 0.085 0.31(2) 

σg 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.7 

(1) GEOS-Chem (http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/Aerosol_optical_properties) 9 

(2) Same as in Table 2. 10 
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 1 

Figure S 1. Same as Figure 4, but with the dry size distribution of Table S 6. The labels of the tests have the same 2 
meaning of those listed in Table 3. Calculations at 440 nm. 3 

 4 
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 1 

Figure S 2.  Same as Figure S 1, but at 870 nm. 2 

 3 
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Table S 7. Same as Table 4, but for sensitivity tests repeated with a different dry size distribution (see Table S 6). 1 
Calculations at 440 nm.  2 

ID Variable CS2 BCLOD2 RILO2 GFEXT2 
CH1 AOD -19.4 -21.6 -28.6 15.9 
 SSA -18.7 -31.9 9.1 2.7 
 g -12.6 -12.7 4.5 3.4 
DE3 AOD -48.0 -49.8 -10.1 2.0 
 SSA -13.5 -31.3 5.6 0.3
 g -13.1 -14.3 1.8 0.5 
DE4 AOD -43.4 -40.9 -17.9 13.7 
 SSA -11.2 -29.4 3.1 0.8 
 g -8.6 -11.3 2.7 2.0 
ES1 AOD -43.8 -40.3 -16.3 9.9 
 SSA -12.9 -30.1 4.1 0.9 
 g -10.8 -11.6 2.5 1.6 
IT1 AOD -45.4 -42.3 -16.7 9.1 
 SSA -14.4 -31.1 4.6 1.0 
 g -12.6 -12.5 2.7 1.6
IT2 AOD -40.3 -37.7 -12.5 4.5 
 SSA -12.1 -30.6 3.7 0.4 
 g -10.4 -12.3 1.7 0.8 
SI1 AOD -41.8 -38.9 -17.5 12.1 
 SSA -12.2 -29.8 3.8 1.0 
 g -9.6 -11.2 2.6 2.0 
BG2 AOD -27.3 -24.9 -22.7 13.6 
 SSA -14.2 -31.1 5.8 1.6 
 g -8.6 -10.4 3.1 3.1 
  
US6 AOD -17.1 -19.6 -25.1 9.4 
 SSA -19.5 -35.3 6.5 2.3 
 g -11.6 -11.9 3.5 2.1 
US7 AOD -34.5 -31.1 -15.8 4.4 
 SSA -14.3 -32.8 3.7 0.5 
 g -8.4 -10.2 2.1 1.1 
CA2f AOD -36.9 -36.8 -10.0 8.4 
 SSA -14.8 -33.3 3.7 1.1 
 g -7.4 -13.3 1.6 1.3 
      
Mean AOD -36.2 -34.9 -17.6 9.4 
 SSA -14.3 -31.5 4.9 1.2 
 g -10.3 -12.0 2.6 1.8 

 3 
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Table S 8. Same as Table S 7, but at 870 nm. 1 

ID Variable CS2 BCLOD2 RILO2 GFEXT2 
CH1 AOD -8.0 9.6 -33.3 19.1 
 SSA -16.6 -42.4 -0.1 3.8 
 g -13.3 -17.8 1.7 6.0 
DE3 AOD -47.6 -30.7 -9.7 2.2 
 SSA -8.4 -40.6 1.2 0.2 
 g -13.0 -19.8 2.3 0.5 
DE4 AOD -44.4 -29.8 -15.4 13.0 
 SSA -6.6 -33.9 0.8 0.6 
 g -9.2 -16.1 2.4 1.6 
ES1 AOD -45.4 -31.7 -12.7 8.8 
 SSA -7.8 -33.8 1.1 0.6 
 g -10.8 -16.2 2.5 1.1 
IT1 AOD -46.5 -32.9 -13.1 8.1 
 SSA -9.5 -35.8 1.4 0.7 
 g -12.3 -16.9 2.7 1.1 
IT2 AOD -42.6 -27.8 -9.4 4.1 
 SSA -7.5 -34.8 1.3 0.4 
 g -11.0 -17.1 1.9 0.6 
SI1 AOD -43.5 -29.6 -14.1 10.8 
 SSA -7.4 -34.1 1.0 0.7 
 g -10.1 -16.1 2.6 1.5 
BG2 AOD -31.8 -12.9 -17.8 12.1 
 SSA -9.7 -36.2 1.9 1.2 
 g -10.3 -16.3 3.5 1.7 
      
US6 AOD -18.6 -1.4 -22.7 8.9 
 SSA -18.4 -43.1 3.4 2.9
 g -13.4 -17.8 4.2 1.4 
US7 AOD -40.0 -26.0 -9.7 2.9 
 SSA -9.9 -37.3 1.7 0.4 
 g -9.3 -15.1 2.5 0.2 
CA2f AOD -33.9 -11.2 -10.7 8.9 
 SSA -12.9 -42.0 2.2 1.3 
 g -8.2 -18.0 1.4 1.5
      
Mean AOD -36.6 -20.4 -15.3 9.0 
 SSA -10.4 -37.6 1.5 1.2 
 g -11.0 -17.0 2.5 1.6 

 2 


